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istics were a keen desire to push on at all costs, and to accept
personal responsibility for every decision. Consequently, when,
charged with the spirit of the offensive, fired by the thought of
Baghdad as an objective, he arrived in Mesopotamia to find
that with the victory at Barjisryeh strategical initiative
passed into his hands, he at once conceived a vigorous plan
of action—a mental process with which his political adviser,
always anxious to increase British prestige in the eyes of the
Arabs, was in full sympathy.
Naturally, the main strategy of the campaign was de-
pendent upon the policy communicated to the Viceroy by the
Secretary of State for India; and, while General Nixon was
taking stock of the local situation, the Secretary of State was
also considering the scope of the campaign. His opinion
was that British policy in Mesopotamia should continue to
be limited to its original objects, and that strategical action
should be confined to the measures necessary to defend the
Basra Vilayet and to make secure the oilfields, pipe-line and
refineries. To him, the situation as it then existed seemed
well in hand, and, as no reinforcements were available for the
Expedition, he felt that "we must play a safe game in
" Mesopotamia . . . ." and not seek to extend the existing
sphere of operations excepting, perhaps, by a purely local
offensive on the Karun or up the Tigris towards Amara if
by doing so we should be materially contributing to the
security of the oil-supply. The final qualification afforded
General Nixon his opportunity for urging an offensive
strategy. After their decisive defeat on the Euphrates, the
enemy everywhere remained supine, leaving open to General
Nixon three alternative courses of action. He could follow
up the remnants of the Turkish Army which, broken at
Barjisiyeh, had retired to Nasiriyeh, an important tribal
centre; he could attack the enemy on the Tigris and
occupy Amara," thus cutting Turkish communications with
Northern Arabistan and the oilfields area, and also, per-
haps, giving the impression that he meant to advance on
Baghdad; or he could operate in Arabistan to clear the
oilfields area and to protect his own right flank against a
turning movement. Of the three courses. General Nixon
considered the one best calculated to stabilise the situation in
the oilfields area was to advance to Amara, a centre from
which trade routes radiated into Arabistan, and from which
the control of the turbulent Beni Lam tribesmen might be
successfully exercised. Colonel Cox, his political adviser, also
favoured this course, because a forward movement was likely

